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HOSPICE AT AGE 4: THE STORY OF JULIANNA SNOW 

 

Facing the end of life is hard for anyone. But imagine enrolling your four-year-old 

daughter in hospice. That’s the story of Julianna Snow, who was enrolled in hospice 

around the time that most other children her age were being enrolled in pre-school. Writing 

for CNN, Michelle Moon explains what it was like for her family to experience hospice for a 

young child. Julianna’s disease had become so severe that she requested the opportunity to die at 

home, with comfort care, rather than in a hospitalized setting. Julianna’s family honored her 

wish, and she died at home this June. 

 

Julianna was diagnosed with a severe form of CMT, a neuromuscular disease. The disease 

wasn’t responding to the most aggressive therapies that the medical system had to offer. The 

family could have continued along the path of curative treatment, but there was no guarantee that 

the treatments would help her live longer, much less cure her. There was a real risk that more 

medical treatment might even amplify Julianna’s suffering. 
 

Even knowing all this, enrolling their daughter in hospice was a huge emotional challenge for 

Julianna’s family. “When we started hospice, I felt defeated. We were taking our little girl 

home to die,” writes Michelle Moon, Julianna’s mother. Yet this difficult decision ended up 

being the right one for Julianna and her family. “What I could not have imagined is that 

hospice would give us 18 beautiful months and that they would the happiest of my life,” 

says Moon. 

 

By the time Julianna began hospice care, her family had already watched her experience things 

no child should go through. “Hospice means that you have watched your child suffer -- a lot -

- and that you have stood beside them, wishing desperately that it could be you instead of 

them in that hospital bed. It means that you have fought, with desperation and ferocity, but 

come up short.” 

 

The decision to enroll Julianna in hospice was a death of sorts. “By the time you are 

considering hospice, you have already endured a thousand smaller deaths: your hopes, your 

dreams, your understanding of the world - it's all died.” But Julianna was still alive, and she 

didn’t want to die in a hospital focusing on desperate measures to extend her life by days or 

hours.  

 

So Moon and her husband “made an impossible decision and changed the terms of the 

battle. The disease would take our child's life, but we would fight like hell to make that life 

beautiful for as long as we were allowed.”  
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There’s a tendency to see hospice as “giving up,” but Moon assures us that this simply isn’t 

true. “The actual routine of caring for Julianna didn't change much when we entered hospice. 

Our house functioned as a mini hospital, and we worked around the clock to keep her 

oxygenated and nourished.” What really changed with hospice care was the family’s focus. 

Whereas before they had kept their eyes on treatments and tests, now they were primarily 

concerned with how to improve quality of life in the time Julianna had left. 

 

For Julianna, her final months in hospice were a time of “comfort and joy.” Moon recalls 

how her daughter “thrived” in the hospice environment. While she was not cured of her disease, 

she grew in spiritual and emotional peace.  

 

When Moon was pregnant with Julianna, she remembers how supported she felt. People gave 

gifts, and advice. They reached out and celebrated with her. When Julianna got sick, the 

experience was markedly different. “Where are the books and resources and friends who tell you 

how exactly to prepare for your child to leave this world? We needed infinitely more help with 

this, but we felt utterly alone.” It wasn’t until Julianna enrolled in hospice that the family 

began to receive the support they so desperately needed.  
 

“The nurses and counselors of hospice guided us, gently and with great expertise,” writes 

Moon. “They refilled our medications and took in our fears. They answered the questions I 

couldn't ask anyone else: What would the end look like? Would we be able to keep Julianna 

comfortable? How would we get through this?”  

 

When Julianna died this June, says Moon, “It hurt more than I could have imagined. But she 

was comfortable.” Love, says Moon, was at the heart of her experience with hospice care. It is that 

love that sustains the family as they mourn the loss of their daughter. (CNN, 6/14, 

www.cnn.com/2017/06/14/health/hospice-julianna-snow-heaven-over-hospital-erpise/index.html) 

 

 

NHPCO’S EDO BANACH SHARES HIS VISION FOR THE HOSPICE 

COMMUNITY 

 

The National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization hosted its Management and 

Leadership Conference in May 2017. On the first day of this conference, NHPCO’s new 

President and CEO, Edo Banach, delivered his keynote to those in attendance. During 

his remarks, reports the most recent edition of NHPCO’s Newsline, Banach shared his 

thoughts about the history, future, and ongoing work of the hospice movement. In his 

address, Banach speaks about the history of the hospice movement, starting with Cicely 

Saunders, examines how the new Disney film Moana relates to the end-of-life community, 

and looks at how innovation is and must continue to be at the heart of hospice. 

 

Banach begins by recalling the innovative history of the hospice care movement. 

Recalling how “the hospice philosophy of care spread to communities all across the country, 

largely lead by passionate volunteers,” Banach says that, “Hospice care in the U.S. is one of 

the most significant grassroots, volunteer-driven movements of the 20th Century.” From its 

beginnings in the US at 25 demonstration sites across the country, hospice today has served 

http://www.cnn.com/2017/06/14/health/hospice-julianna-snow-heaven-over-hospital-erpise/index.html
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tens of millions of patients at the end of life. Yet despite these impressive achievements, 

the innovation and exploration of the hospice community must continue.  

 

The Disney heroine Moana features prominently in Banach’s remarks, serving as a 

model for what the hospice care community must do if it is to survive, and thrive, in the 

next fifty years. “Like the people of Moana’s island, we have grown accustomed to what the 

‘hospice island’ has given us,” says Banach. We have become “comfortable with the model 

and perhaps reluctant to venture beyond the hospice reef – that could be thought of as the 

Medicare Hospice Benefit. The Medicare Hospice Benefit is not a bad thing – it is an 

amazing thing that we will fight to protect – but we must not let it keep us from the 

innovation that we must now embrace.” The US healthcare system continues to change and 

evolve, and Banach insists that the hospice community must continue to evolve with it. 

 

Now is the time for innovation, says Banach. Fifty years after the beginning of hospice in 

England, and 35 years after the foundation of the Medicare hospice benefit, the hospice 

community must position itself to be relevant for coming generations. “Innovation such as 

expanding our reach into community-based palliative care services, for example, must 

become integral to our work as providers.”  

 

It is imperative that hospice providers work with those who are already doing good 

work in comfort care and palliative medicine, offering the unique hospice perspective 

and experience that can allow the field to grow. “If we do this right, we will ensure that 

hospice will not be an island, but will instead be a much larger and more integrated part of 

the world. In fact, our future rests upon this notion. Most importantly, the health care needs 

of our patients and families depend on it.”  

 

The heart of hospice is innovation, Banach insists. “If Dame Cicely were alive and 

working today, she would be the first one to dive headlong into alternative payment models. 

She would be as innovative today, as she was more than 50 years ago, but innovative in a 

way that honors the past while looking to the future.” Today’s hospice must be about more 

than merely meeting government regulations. It must be about the vision, innovation, and 

creativity that put hospice on the map in the first place. 

 

The health care landscape is changing rapidly. “Being a hospice provider is far more 

complex than it was three decades ago. Oversight, scrutiny and increasing compliance 

demands are only a few of these things that concern us all.” But with change comes 

valuable opportunities to reexamine, to grow, and to learn new ways of caring for the 

needs of those at the end of life.  

 

The heart of hospice is to overcome fear, says Banach. “We continue to face fears and 

challenges to this day. We find successes and confront failures, and that is okay, because we 

continue to persevere and move forward. And because of your spirit of compassion and 

passion, we will succeed.” (NHPCO Newsline, Summer 2017, 

www.nhpco.org/sites/default/files/public/newsline/2017/Summer2017_NL.pdf?_zs=8kKKC1

&_zl=0Hsq3) 

 

 

https://www.nhpco.org/sites/default/files/public/newsline/2017/Summer2017_NL.pdf?_zs=8kKKC1&_zl=0Hsq3
https://www.nhpco.org/sites/default/files/public/newsline/2017/Summer2017_NL.pdf?_zs=8kKKC1&_zl=0Hsq3
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HOSPICE NOTES 

 

* CMS has issued an advance copy of interpretative guidelines for emergency 

preparedness. This document provides advance notice to providers, including hospices, 

who are preparing to comply with the guidelines. View the memorandum online. (CMS, 6/2, 

www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-and-

Certification/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/Downloads/Survey-and-Cert-Letter-17-29.pdf) 
 

* The Office of the Inspector General announced a new CMS report for 2018, exploring 

trends in deficiencies and complaints about hospice services. The report will “assess the 

extent to which hospices meet Federal health and safety standards and require that surveyors cite 

hospices with deficiencies if they fail to meet the standards. Previous OIG reports identified 

numerous vulnerabilities and raised concerns about the limited enforcement actions against 

poorly performing hospices. As part of OIG’s ongoing commitment to address quality of care, 

we will determine the extent and nature of hospice deficiencies and complaints and identify 

trends.” (OIG, 6/2017, oig.hhs.gov/reports-and-publications/workplan/summary/wp-summary-

0000211.asp) 

 

* The National Partnership for Hospice Innovation (NPHI), the National Hospice and 

Palliative Care Organization (NHPCO), and the Coalition to Transform Advance Care 

support the introduction of the Patient Choice and Quality Care of Act of 2017. Senators 

Mark Warner (D-VA), Johnny Isakson (R-GA), Representatives Earl Blumenauer (D-OR), and 

Phil Roe (R-TN) introduced the bill. “This bipartisan, bicameral legislation will ensure that 

individuals with advanced illness have access to comprehensive, coordinated care services based 

on the hospice care model. The bill enhances the ability of community-based hospice programs 

to continue to expand their existing advanced illness services to more patients and families.” (PR 

Newswire, 6/12, www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/nphi-supports-introduction-of-bipartisan-

bicameral-patient-choice-and-quality-act-of-2017-300472514.html; NHPCO, 6/12, 

www.nhpco.org/press-room/press-releases/nhpco-supports-patient-choice-and-quality-care-act; 

C-TAC, 6/12, www.thectac.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/PCQCA-Press-Release-C-TAC-

6.12.17.pdf) 

 

* Dr. John Whyte shares “4 things you should know about hospice care.” The four items 

are: “Hospice doesn’t mean you’ve given up; Hospice is not a place you go to die; Insurance 

covers hospice care; and, Hospice is not just for the elderly.” (Huffington Post, 6/29, 

www.huffingtonpost.com/john-whyte-md-mph/4-things-you-should-know-

_3_b_10740842.html) 

 

* Do hospice discharge rates change based on market forces? A new study suggests that they 

may. Research published in the Journal of Pain and Symptom Management provides analysis 

that can be organized into four themes. Estimating prognosis is not easy.  Providers fear audits 

by CMS and Medicaid. There is rising competition in the hospice market. And, inpatient 

contracting is challenging. (JPSM, 6/2017, www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(17)30091-

X/fulltext) 

 

* The Hospice and Palliative Nurses Association (HPNA) has released a series exploring the 

role of nurses in providing palliative care. The document explores the aspects of advance care 

planning, and examines nurses’ role in advance care planning. “A consistent, system-wide 

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-and-Certification/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/Downloads/Survey-and-Cert-Letter-17-29.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-and-Certification/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/Downloads/Survey-and-Cert-Letter-17-29.pdf
https://oig.hhs.gov/reports-and-publications/workplan/summary/wp-summary-0000211.asp
https://oig.hhs.gov/reports-and-publications/workplan/summary/wp-summary-0000211.asp
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/nphi-supports-introduction-of-bipartisan-bicameral-patient-choice-and-quality-act-of-2017-300472514.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/nphi-supports-introduction-of-bipartisan-bicameral-patient-choice-and-quality-act-of-2017-300472514.html
http://www.nhpco.org/press-room/press-releases/nhpco-supports-patient-choice-and-quality-care-act
http://www.thectac.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/PCQCA-Press-Release-C-TAC-6.12.17.pdf
http://www.thectac.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/PCQCA-Press-Release-C-TAC-6.12.17.pdf
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-whyte-md-mph/4-things-you-should-know-_3_b_10740842.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-whyte-md-mph/4-things-you-should-know-_3_b_10740842.html
http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(17)30091-X/fulltext
http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(17)30091-X/fulltext
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approach can normalize the process, dispelling fears and misconceptions.” The document 

discusses the challenges of facilitating advance care planning within our current medical system, 

and common misconceptions that often cloud the conversation. (HPNA, 6/2017, 

files.constantcontact.com/d12a7c8a001/11a9c129-848a-4e94-b54d-fc01db72e4da.pdf) 

 

* Patients with blood cancers may be missing out on hospice, since many hematologists 

question whether hospice is the right fit for their patients. “Although hematologic 

oncologists see the value in hospice, their concerns about the adequacy of services for their 

patients with blood cancers may limit hospice referrals, according to the results of a study 

published recently in Cancer.” (CancerNetwork, 6/12, www.cancernetwork.com/hematologic-

malignancies/hospice-underuse-linked-lack-tailoring-blood-cancers2017-06-20 number 23.doc) 

 

 

ADVANCE CARE PLANNING NOTES 
 

* Medscape published an article by Art Caplan, who directs NYU’s program on medical 

ethics. Caplan reviews the case of a hospital being sued for not following a patient’s wishes 

in her advance directive. The Maryland woman had completed her advance directive, talked 

with her doctor, talked with her family and made every effort to be prepared to have her wishes 

honored. But when her heart failed, the hospital did CPR on her and the effort included breaking 

her ribs, puncturing her lung, and other negative outcomes. Caplan notes that there have been 

other cases like this. He calls for better communication and says we are not tracking patient 

wishes the way that we should. “There comes a time for many patients where they don't want 

any more care, where they can think this through and understand it, and they should say, ‘Don't 

resuscitate me.’ If we put a bracelet on them, a mark in the chart, or some type of signal that 

would say this person is do not resuscitate (DNR), then that's great.’” Caplan offers several 

issues to consider as we work to better honor patient wishes. (Medscape, 6/15,  

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/881185#vp_1) 

 

* His pacemaker was switched off. Was this a good death, or assisted suicide? Tarris Rosell, 

PhD, DMin, of the Center for Practical Bioethics explores the case study of a man in his 80s 

named “Mr. Perry.” Perry is worn out, tired of struggling with his health, and asks his doctor to 

deactivate his pacemaker so that he can die. Rosell notes three ethics take-aways from this case 

study: 1) There is disagreement whether shutting down someone’s pacemaker would amount to 

assisted suicide. 2) “Informed consent process, both oral and written, for cardiovascular 

implantable electronic devices (CIEDs) ought to include discussion of deactivation and end-of-

life decisions.” 3) It is reasonable to question whether Mr. Perry chose rightly. “Ought he have 

been willing to accept lesser independence, to endure suffering awhile longer, to rethink what 

matters for an acceptable quality of life—if only to spend more time with his grandchildren? 

Were his values ordered rightly? One need not judge by simply raising the question.” (Center for 

Practical Bioethics, 6/6, practicalbioethics.blogspot.com/2017/06/good-death-or-assisted-

suicide.html) 

 

* Dr. Jalal Baig speaks with a Chicago radio station about the experience of accompanying 

patients at the end of life, and the training doctors received (or didn’t receive) in medical 

school. “Dr. Jalal Baig says 70 percent of physicians claim to have never received training in 

end-of-life care discussions. ‘And at least 50 percent say that they’re not comfortable having that 

discussion — or they don’t even know how to initiate that discussion...’” (WBEZ Chicago, 6/14, 

http://files.constantcontact.com/d12a7c8a001/11a9c129-848a-4e94-b54d-fc01db72e4da.pdf
http://www.cancernetwork.com/hematologic-malignancies/hospice-underuse-linked-lack-tailoring-blood-cancers
http://www.cancernetwork.com/hematologic-malignancies/hospice-underuse-linked-lack-tailoring-blood-cancers
http://practicalbioethics.blogspot.com/2017/06/good-death-or-assisted-suicide.html
http://practicalbioethics.blogspot.com/2017/06/good-death-or-assisted-suicide.html
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www.wbez.org/shows/morning-shift/wednesday-a-doctor-talks-to-patients-about-

death/2f23480b-8350-41ef-a896-391f5fe8b40e) 

 

* A program in Chicago is encouraging seniors to have end-of-life conversations and 

document their end-of-life goals. “Chatham Starts the Conversation is a neighborhood-wide 

initiative that has served more than 200 seniors this year-with numbers growing every week.” 

(Weekly Citizen, 6/14, thechicagocitizen.com/news/2017/jun/14/chatham-initiative-helps-seniors-

document-end-life/) 
 

* Are clergy getting in the way of end-of-life discussions and improved decision-making? 

An article published in the Journal of Pain and Symptom Management finds that clergy beliefs 

often have the effect of decreasing end-of-life conversations. Researchers conclude, “Clergy end-

of-life education may enable better quality end-of-life care for religious patients.” (JPSM, 6/2017, 

www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(17)30041-6/fulltext2017-06-20 number 23.doc) 

 

* POLST forms are great – if you can find them. But too often, paper forms are easily 

misplaced and unavailable in the moments they are most needed. Oregon Health & Science 

University (OHSU) “has taken a new step in making sure that end-of-life care wishes of OHSU 

patients are honored, creating a new feature where health professionals can electronically find 

any Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment, or POLST, form in the Oregon POLST 

registry, regardless of where it was received.” (OHSU, 6/14, news.ohsu.edu/2017/06/14/end-of-

life-care-wishes-can-be-overlooked-if-forms-cant-be-found-in-a-crisis) 
 

  

END-OF-LIFE NOTES 

 

* Having trouble saying goodbye to someone who is dying? Caring.com provides some tips 

for how to accompany a loved one through their end-of-life journey. Advice includes: “Don’t 

wait until the last minute”; It can be comforting to acknowledge that the end is nearing; “Follow 

the dying person’s lead”; While the truth is a good thing, so can selective honesty; “Keep talking, 

even if you’re not sure you’re being heard”; and “Trust your instincts.” (Caring, 5/8, 

www.caring.com/articles/how-to-say-goodbye) 
 

* The Center for Practical Bioethics has posted numerous lecture videos on issues of end-of-

life care, pain, and other issues. One talk is by Kathleen Sebelius speaking on “Big Ideas on 

End-of-Life Issues.” Other speakers available include Dr. Ira Byock, Dr. Joan Teno, Dr. Robert 

Tillman, Dr. Sean Morrison, and Myra Christoper. The videos are available for free online 

viewing. (Center for Practical Bioethics, practicalbioethics.org/events-education/videos/lecture-

videos 

 

* Is dying a miserable experience? Not according to many who experience it. “People dying of 

terminal diseases like amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and inmates on death row have 

something in common: their outlooks are more positive than might be expected. A recent study 

examining attitudes on impending death, ‘Dying is Unexpectedly Positive,’ appeared in the 

journal Psychological Science.” (ALS News Today, 6/12, alsnewstoday.com/2017/06/12/study-

of-als-patients-death-row-inmates-suggests-dyaing-less-sad-than-you-think/) 

 

* For elderly individuals, cancer screenings may actually be doing more harm than good. 

https://www.wbez.org/shows/morning-shift/wednesday-a-doctor-talks-to-patients-about-death/2f23480b-8350-41ef-a896-391f5fe8b40e
https://www.wbez.org/shows/morning-shift/wednesday-a-doctor-talks-to-patients-about-death/2f23480b-8350-41ef-a896-391f5fe8b40e
http://thechicagocitizen.com/news/2017/jun/14/chatham-initiative-helps-seniors-document-end-life/
http://thechicagocitizen.com/news/2017/jun/14/chatham-initiative-helps-seniors-document-end-life/
http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(17)30041-6/fulltext
http://www.jpsmjournal.com/article/S0885-3924(17)30041-6/fulltext
https://news.ohsu.edu/2017/06/14/end-of-life-care-wishes-can-be-overlooked-if-forms-cant-be-found-in-a-crisis
https://news.ohsu.edu/2017/06/14/end-of-life-care-wishes-can-be-overlooked-if-forms-cant-be-found-in-a-crisis
https://www.caring.com/articles/how-to-say-goodbye
http://practicalbioethics.org/events-education/videos/lecture-videos
http://practicalbioethics.org/events-education/videos/lecture-videos
https://alsnewstoday.com/2017/06/12/study-of-als-patients-death-row-inmates-suggests-dyaing-less-sad-than-you-think/
https://alsnewstoday.com/2017/06/12/study-of-als-patients-death-row-inmates-suggests-dyaing-less-sad-than-you-think/
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Given the life-expectancy horizon for some seniors, screening may serve no useful purpose, and 

even cause problems. “Many older adults do not consider life expectancy to be an important 

factor in screening and prefer not to discuss it, according to findings published in JAMA Internal 

Medicine.” While many older adults may be open to forgoing cancer screenings, it depends on 

how the question is phrased – and many do not want to talk about life expectancy. (JAMA 

Internal Medicine, 6/13, jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/fullarticle/2630754; 

Healio, 6/13, www.healio.com/internal-medicine/oncology/news/online/%7Bdd809cf0-70f6-

4bc3-a23e-a445033dd891%7D/use-patient-centered-approaches-to-discuss-cancer-screening-

cessation) 

 

* You’ll probably need Medicaid before your life is all over, according to an article in the 

New York Times. Yet the Republican health care bill recently passed by the House of 

Representatives would slash Medicaid by $800 billion. Medicaid isn’t just for poor people; it’s 

increasingly for aged middle class people who have run out of money to cover the enormous cost 

of aging and dying in America. “Imagine your mother needs to move into a nursing home. It’s 

going to cost her almost $100,000 a year. Very few people have private insurance to cover this. 

Your mother will most likely run out her savings until she qualifies for Medicaid.” “Draconian 

cuts to Medicaid affect all of our families. They are a direct attack on our elderly, our 

disabled and our dignity.” (New York Times, 6/13, 

www.nytimes.com/2017/06/13/opinion/youre-probably-going-to-need-medicaid.html2017-06-20 

number 23.doc) 

 

* Nursing professor Cathy Campbell is on a mission to improve end-of-life and palliative 

care worldwide. Campbell, who is a professor at the University of Virginia, “aims to expand 

palliative care practices in places around the world where it's existed only informally.” (UVA 

Today, 6/12, news.virginia.edu/content/nursing-professor-quest-improve-end-life-care-

worldwide) 
 

 
Thanks to Don Pendley for contributions. 

 

Hospice Analytics is the national sponsor of Hospice News Network for 2017. Hospice Analytics 

is an information-sharing research organization whose mission is to improve hospice utilization 

and access to quality end-of- life care. For additional information, please call Dr. Cordt 
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